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Our Goal:
That people with an intellectual 

disability have every  
opportunity to participate  

fully in our community with  
dignity and independence.
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48%

52%

OUR EMPLOYEES APRIL 2020

2% INCREASE IN FULL TIME 
EMPLOYEES

Get To Know Us...

 

   
27%  27%  

participate participate 
 in multiple   in multiple  

servicesservices

 Community  Community  
Inclusion Programs Inclusion Programs 

123 total*123 total*
• • CO2-48CO2-48
• • Milestones-14Milestones-14
• • Options-61 Options-61 

*numbers reflect some  *numbers reflect some  
persons served who were persons served who were 
temporarily inactive due to temporarily inactive due to 
the pandemic.the pandemic.

 
 Residential  Residential  

Services Division Services Division 
48 total48 total

• • 12 Residential Locations12 Residential Locations

 
 Community  Community  

Services Division  Services Division  
162 total162 total

• • Supported Independent  Supported Independent  
Living-120Living-120

• • Outreach-7Outreach-7
• • Long Term Care Support-8Long Term Care Support-8
• • Gananoque Services-27Gananoque Services-27

 
Employment  Employment  

 Services  Services 
25 total25 total

PT PT 
52%52%

FT FT 
48%48%

April 2021:  April 2021:  
310 Employees 310 Employees 

Part Time 165 Part Time 165 

Full Time 145Full Time 145

OUR VOLUNTEERSOUR VOLUNTEERS

OUR EMPLOYEESOUR EMPLOYEES

The pandemic has required us to adjust volunteer involvement on a The pandemic has required us to adjust volunteer involvement on a 
number of occasions.   number of occasions.   
Whether our volunteers were on pause, virtual, or fully engaged, Whether our volunteers were on pause, virtual, or fully engaged, 
they stuck by us and continued to offer valued friendship and  they stuck by us and continued to offer valued friendship and  
community connection opportunities to the people that we serve.  community connection opportunities to the people that we serve.  

April 2020: April 2020:   
298 Employees 298 Employees 

Part Time 155 Part Time 155 

Full Time 143Full Time 143

1

2

OUR EMPLOYEES APRIL 2020

2% INCREASE IN FULL TIME 
EMPLOYEES

PT PT 
53%53%

FT FT 
47%47%

   
64% identify  64% identify  

as maleas male
35% identify  35% identify  

as femaleas female
1% identify as  1% identify as  
transgendertransgender

592 592 
Persons  Persons  
ServedServed

 
1-81 1-81 
Years  Years  

of Ageof Age

 Family Services Family Services 
Division Division 
390 total390 total

• • Childcare Resource Childcare Resource 
Consultant  Consultant  
Services-115Services-115

• • Family Home-13 Family Home-13 
Family Support-204Family Support-204

• • Respite-61Respite-61
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To say that 2020/21 have been the strangest of years is certainly a gross understatement. Our world shifted 
dramatically in March 2020, sending us and the rest of the world into retreat mode. The threat posed by 
COVID-19 resulted in the closure of non-essential programs and office locations, supporting administrative, 
supervisory and management staff to work from home, stockpiling personal protective equipment (PPE), 
implementing Public Health recommendations on social distancing, masking and sanitizing, and supporting 
individuals and families in creative ways to fend off the worst effects of isolation. Our pivot to the new 
way of operating was as sudden as the threat of the pandemic itself. More than 60 CLKD employees were 
re-deployed as program operations shifted, and although we regret the disruption and inconvenience 
it caused, we are proud of the fact that virtually all staff members maintained employment, unlike other 
sectors and industries that experienced significant layoffs. Thankfully, the measures that we have taken as an 
organization and as a community have paid off. The number of infections in the Kingston and Gananoque 
areas have remained low in comparison to other communities around the province, and CLKD has not 
experienced any significant outbreak to date. All stakeholders of the organization should feel proud for the 
contributions they have made to this achievement. 

We want to personally thank the employees, volunteers, families and persons served for their exceptional 
efforts and perseverance over the past year and longer. The true test of an organization’s strength is in 
dealing with adversity, meeting a formidable challenge head on and relying on its resilience, determination 
and teamwork to succeed. It is those qualities, both individually and collectively, that will serve us well as an 
organization and community in the difficult months ahead. This pandemic will end, hopefully sooner than later, 
and we will all be able to reflect on the experience with a strong sense of accomplishment and satisfaction.
Thank you!

Prior to COVID, we were very busy renewing our Strategic Plan. Rob Wood of 80/20 Info facilitated many 
focus groups, telephone interviews, and surveys with stakeholders from throughout the organization to 
solicit input and determine our key goals and priorities for the next five years. Our thanks to everyone who 
participated in the development of that plan. The Board of Directors released and distributed the Strategic 
Plan in the October. The plan clearly captures the work that lies ahead for the period 2021 to 2026, laying the 
groundwork for the development of more specific work plans in the areas of service delivery, governance, 
management, administration, and advocacy. Please take a look at the plan and read about the direction we’ll 
be taking over the next few years. 

Since our last Annual Report, we also proceeded through our CARF accreditation survey. In October 2019, 
three surveyors assessed our performance in all areas of governance, management, administration, health 
and safety, technology, and community relations. Most importantly, the focus was on personal, quality of life 
outcomes for the individuals and families we serve as a measure of our effectiveness. Although accreditation 
is not required, we have always believed that adopting a comprehensive framework of quality improvement 
using internationally recognized best practice standards was a wise strategic and economic investment for 
us. This latest survey, the most recent of five to date, resulted in just three recommendations out of well over 
1,000 standards that were applied, an exceptional outcome that reflects the high quality of performance in 
all areas. This survey included our Kwik Shred operation and Employment Supports for the first time, so now 
all CLKD programs are fully accredited. Once again, we achieved a three year accreditation award from CARF. 
Well done everybody.

Inspiring Possibilities

Another highlight from the past year included the ratification of a new collective agreement with CUPE 
Local 2635. CLKD has always valued its relationship with the union, one that is based on mutual respect 
and a commitment to a common set of values and principles. We will continue to advocate for improved 
compensation and other work related priorities along with the union, recognizing full well that our staff 
members deserve to be valued and supported for the incredible work that they do, day in and day out.
Many of the CLKD properties experienced upgrades through renovations this past year, as well as continued 
planning for the construction of a new home on Clover Street in the west end of the city that will replace 
our Mowat Avenue home.  Day support locations at 1440 Princess Street were upgraded to keep pace with 
the interests and needs of the individuals we serve and the staff members who support them. We retained 
the space we have on Elliott Avenue near Division Street that was vacated by the Milestones Program to be 
re-purposed as a Community Services Hub, housing several staff teams including the Lyons Street team. 
CLKD has continually worked to have infrastructure such as properties, technology and administration grow 
and improve to effectively serve expanding program needs, and we thank our partners at the Ministry of 
Children, Community and Social Services for their strong support that allows us to access the resources 
necessary to make the necessary improvements to our properties. 

Lastly, we’d like to give a big shout out to our Board of Directors. Our volunteer board is comprised of 
committed, talented and engaged members of our community who fulfill the ongoing responsibilities 
of governance leadership for such a large organization. Their vision and hard work, both individually and 
collectively, have delivered consistent strength and stability at the highest level of the organization, setting 
the stage for success in program operations and advocacy efforts. Thank you board members for your 
service to Community Living Kingston and District.
Stay safe and stay healthy everyone.

 Erina Park, Board President              Peter Sproul, Executive Director

A Message from our Board President and  
                                                      Executive Director
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        Community Living Kingston and District’s Board of  
       Directors engaged in the expertise of Rob Wood to assist  
     us in the development of an updated Strategic Plan in late 2019 and early 
2020.  We postponed releasing the plan initially as a result of the agency’s need to be focused on pandemic 
related issues, however we are proud to share our journey and strategic priorities with you now.  

Inspiring Work Ahead: 

2021-2026 Strategic Plan
Building on a decades-long history of commitment and contribution to the Community Living movement,  

CLKD is on a journey of positive social change, rooted in a shared vision of inclusion and citizenship.

9

Our Vision: Inspiring Possibilities and Inclusion
Community Living Kingston and District envisions a society where everyone belongs, and genuine inclusion 
exists for all. We strive to build a community where anyone, regardless of disability, is accepted and enjoys equal 
rights, respect, and opportunities for growth.
Our vision for CLKD as an organization is to be a recognized and innovative leader in the delivery of services, 
offering a comprehensive spectrum of relevant supports and services to people with disabilities. We also aspire 
to be a model for a workplace culture based on our values, delivery of quality services, and accountability.

 
Our Mission:

To provide support for individuals with an intellectual disability and advocate alongside them so they are welcome, 
included, and have every opportunity to participate fully in their community with dignity and independence.

Defining Success:
Success will be measured in a 
variety of ways by the extent to 
which CLKD has tangibly  
fulfilled its mission.  
Objectives are closely aligned 
with the goals of persons served 
and their individual choices of 
where they want to live, learn, 
work, volunteer and enjoy their 
leisure time.  
Other major CLKD goals relate to 
success in promoting an inclusive  
community, providing supports 
and services, and to be a leading 
organization with a remarkable 
culture and innovative practices.

Key Expectations and  
Forces for Change:

• The evolving and future 
needs of persons served and 
their families are a primary 
focus.

• Housing and support needs 
continue to be a top concern 
and pressure point.

• Significant financial con-
straints and changes in 
provincial  
policy can be expected.

• CLKD will continue to ad-
dress issues related to its  
organizational capacity and 
development. 

Values Shape Our Objectives:
This plan is framed by pivotal 
values that speak to: the value and 
rights of children; meaningful
work and fair compensation; safe, 
secure and affordable homes;  
access to any available generic
supports and services; community 
engagement; securing needed 
resources; and providing
supports in ways that are free of 
institutional models, practices and 
philosophies of care.

 
 

         Strategic Priorities 
 
The priorities identified in this strategic plan speak to areas where special attention,resources and effort  
are needed over the next three to five years.

CLKD’s 2021-2026 Strategic Plan

HOUSING
Develop innovative and creative housing 
opportunities. 

Pursue innovative and creative opportunities 
to help ensure persons served have access to 
safe, adequate and affordable housing and 
supports. 

WORK AND COMMUNITY LIFE
Continued growth of employment and 
community participation. 

Expand supports so people can pursue and 
maintain competitive employment and  
engage in activities that promote citizenship, 
consistent with meeting the needs desires and 
choices of persons served.

PARTNERSHIPS TO MEET NEEDS
Strategically engage stakeholders to 
respond to changing needs. 

Develop new or deeper partnerships for  
innovation and collaboration with persons 
served and their families, staff, community 
partners and government. 

OUR TEAM
Deploy our human resources in the most 
effective ways possible. 

Adapt the agency’s approaches to talent  
recruitment, retention and development,  
and the deployment of human resources,  
to respond to significant past growth, new  
service circumstances and emerging needs. 

Other Important/Complimentary Priorities:
Several other important issues will be addressed in CLKD’s annual operational plans, including: 

◊ Continuing to mature as an organization and stabilizing after a period of growth
◊ Proactively responding to growing needs for complex and/or specialized care
◊ Adapting to fee-for-service and alternative funding approaches
◊ Maintaining financial accountability
◊ Alignment with the Ontario Ministry of Children, Community and Social Services

8 9
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Inspiring Leadership

 
 A special Thank-You  goes out  

to our former board members:   
Heather Campbell , Michael Curtis 

Diane Mills , and Karin Steiner 
Your dedication and leadership is very  much appreciated.

10

Our Board of Directors 2019-2020
Brian Bennett  
Heather Campbell 
Vici Clarke (1st Vice President) 
Karen Cornish 
Michael Curtis
Kimberly Hurt
Sarah Jikeli

Linda Lam (2nd Vice President) 
Diane Mills  
Erina Park (Board President)
Bill Scrannage (Treasurer)
Karin Steiner
Peter Sproul (Secretary, ex-officio)

Our Board of Directors 2020-2021
Brian Bennett 
Hugh Box
Vici Clarke (1st Vice President) 
Karen Cornish 
Kimberly Hurt
Sarah Jikeli
Linda Lam (2nd Vice President) 

Krystal Oxbro 
Erina Park (Board President)
Jeff Pogue
Bill Scrannage (Treasurer) 
Emma Spence
John Suart
Peter Sproul (Secretary, ex-officio)

11

 Inspiring Dedication
#inthistogether

No matter how tired you are,  no matter how challenging it is, and  
in spite of the many changes you have had to endure... You keep  
demonstrating excellence, resilience, and strength of character.   

We can’t begin to thank you enough. You Make Us Better.
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  Inspiring Possibilities:  
Announcing the Steve Edmiston 
Memorial Fund                                           

In collaboration with Steve’s family, Community Living Kingston and District is proud to share that a memorial 
fund has been set up in his honour.  The goal of the fund is to assist individuals and families by providing 
financial support and removing barriers to purchasing necessary equipment or to renovation projects where 
no other funding avenues are available. The fund will serve as a testimony to his vision and achievements 
and is intended to sustain his work for years to come.   
 
Steve’s family will work with CLKD Management to review and grant resources based on a predefined criteria 
and process.  For additional information about the fund, granting criteria, allocation amounts, or to make a 
donation, please contact Sheri Scott, Director of Operations at sheri.scott@clkingston.ca.   
 
Steve Edmiston was a champion for the rights of individuals with intellectual disabilities.  His entire career, 
which started as soon as he graduated from Queen’s University to the time of his death, was filled with a series 
of accomplishments at the local, regional, and provincial level.  Steve worked for Community Living Kingston 
and District (CLKD) for more than twenty years in several capacities including direct service, management, 
special projects and senior leadership.  His dedication to the organization’s mission on behalf of those with 
intellectual disabilities went far beyond the boundaries of CLKD.  He was instrumental in closing provincial 
institutions including Rideau Regional Centre in Smiths Falls and Prince Edward Heights in Picton, supporting 
individuals to move back to their home communities to pursue their goals and interests as respected and  
contributing members of society.  Steve’s work as a Program Supervisor, then Community Programs Manager 
for the East Regional Office of the Ministry of Children, Community and Social Services helped transform the 
system in ways that emphasized and facilitated the achievement of personal outcomes of quality, inclusion 
and citizenship for individuals and families. 

Steve’s life work was rooted in a set of principles and values that served as a foundation for all of his efforts.   
He treated everyone with respect and kindness and was able to build consensus in working towards a series of  
common goals.  He set the example for so many others to follow and did that in a supportive, humble and  
collaborative manner, and always with a refreshing sense of humour.   
Steve is terribly missed by his friends and colleagues.  

Every year, Community Living Kingston and District  sets goals to try to make ourselves better.  We collect all sorts of data 
to try to see how we are doing.  Every year, we put together a Quality Improvement Report with lots of  information and 
statistics about how we did with our goals.  This report can sometimes be very detailed and complicated.   
This report card is an attempt to let people who are important to us know how we did, but in an easier format. 

What What 
do the do the 
grades grades 
mean?mean?

Thumbs up:  We  
met our goal and  
have a pretty good  
handle on things.

We did OK:  We either met the  
goal, but didn’t do as well as last  
year or we just missed the goal but  
feel like we’re on the right track.

We’re working on it!:   
We didn’t meet the  
goal, and we have  
some work to do. 

What We Wanted to DoWhat We Wanted to Do Our GradeOur Grade CommentsComments
Whole Agency:  We wanted to make sure that  
persons served were happy with how we have dealt 
with COVID.

We asked four satisfaction questions, with an  
average approval rating of 92%.

Whole Agency:  We wanted new staff to be happy 
with their work so far.

We asked six satisfaction questions, with an  
average approval rating of 87%.

Community Inclusion Programs:   We wanted to  
develop new community based resources.

We developed six new community resources.  
We were hoping to develop twice as many, but 
COVID was a barrier.

Residential Services:  We wanted to make sure          
persons served have connections to people who 
aren’t paid to support them.

This was hard to do this year because of COVID.  
We tried to make up for it with technology.

Community Services:  We wanted persons served to 
have valued social roles.

Around 65% of persons served had a social role 
noted in their plan.  

Child Care Resource Consultants:  We wanted families 
to get into service as quickly as possible after being 
referred.

Over 95% of families were in service within 60 
days of being referred.

Family Support:  We wanted to make sure that families 
are coming to our drop ins and virtual sessions.  We had 78 families attend sessions this year.

Family Home:  We wanted to make sure that family 
home arrangements stayed intact and were long- 
lasting.

All of our Family Home situations stayed intact 
through the year, except for someone who 
moved out on their own. 

Whole Agency:  We wanted to make sure that staff 
sick time was kept to a manageable range.

Our sick rates were under 5% in every program, 
which is pretty good during COVID.

Residential Services:  We wanted to decrease  
medication errors.

Our medication errors were up by 8% this year.

Whole Agency:  We wanted to limit the number of 
staff injuries.   

We would like there to be no staff injuries, but 
we had about the same as last year.

Whole Agency:  We wanted  staff turnover rates to be 
low.

Our part-time turnover is still too high (25%), 
but this was an improvement over the last three 
years.

Whole Agency:  We wanted to manage our long-term 
costs like owed vacation time, etc.

COVID made it hard for people to take time off.  
Our costs tripled this year.

 
Where Can I Get More Information?   You can get more information in our Quality Improvement Report, which is on 
our website:  www.myclkd.ca.  Or you can contact Jeff Harrison at jeffrey.harrison@clkingston.ca

Outcomes Report Card 2020-2021

13
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Community Living Month  
Highlights
May is Community Living Month and Community Living organizations across the province take this time as an 
opportunity to promote the work that we do and raise awareness.  Once again this year,  Community Living 
Kingston and District chose to do this by highlighting COMMUNITY in several different ways.   Persons served, 
families and staff affiliated with the organization were encouraged to participate in a number of initiatives 
throughout the month that celebrated different aspects of COMMUNITY.

Shine a Light on  
Community Living

On May 6th, Kingston’s City Hall and Market 
Square joined other iconic buildings across 

the province by lighting up in blue and 
green, colours representing the  
Community Living movement.

Faces  of 
 Community Living 

Daily, in May, we highlighted  
profiles of people connected to CLKD.   

Persons served, families, staff, volunteers and 
Board Members shared a little about  

themselves, and what they love 
about our community.

Building 
Community  

The pandemic has made it difficult 
for many to feel connected to others. 

During the first week of May, we encour-
aged our friends and neighbours to help us 

promote being part of something bigger 
than ourselves by displaying  
“Community” signs on their 

homes

15

Our Community Cares   
Every one of us has likely benefited  

from the kindness of others  
when we least expect it.  

From May 9th to 15th we encouraged every-
one to “pay it forward” by performing  

Random Acts of Kindness.  

Our 
Beautiful Community   

From May 16th to 22nd we shared 
photos of what we personally find 

beautiful about our Community.   
As a result, our Facebook page was 

covered in many wonderful 
representations of our 

collective sense of 
beauty.  

Our Healthy Community 
We spent the last week of May 

 encouraging everyone to take care of 
themselves by sharing daily tips and  

wellness activities that helped us take  
care of our physical, mental and  

emotional health.
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I joined the Board of Directors of Community Living Kingston and  I joined the Board of Directors of Community Living Kingston and  
District in 2012.  Since then I met many Board members, staff,  District in 2012.  Since then I met many Board members, staff,  
persons served and agency partners who inspired me to think  persons served and agency partners who inspired me to think  
deeper about the possibilities of the organization.  Serving on the  deeper about the possibilities of the organization.  Serving on the  
Board has been a rich and rewarding experience, especially when  Board has been a rich and rewarding experience, especially when  
you see dedicated advocacy become victorious and special  you see dedicated advocacy become victorious and special  
moments that touch so many lives.  My Board involvement  moments that touch so many lives.  My Board involvement  
became my circle of inspiration after my brother, Robbie Milner,  became my circle of inspiration after my brother, Robbie Milner,  
passed away. passed away. 

My original circle of inspiration began early in life, observing my  My original circle of inspiration began early in life, observing my  
parents advocate on behalf of Robbie, each and every day of their  parents advocate on behalf of Robbie, each and every day of their  
life. Robbie was a loving and unique brother living with Down  life. Robbie was a loving and unique brother living with Down  
Syndrome.  I learned patience, tolerance and advocacy through  Syndrome.  I learned patience, tolerance and advocacy through  
example and it became a natural part of my life.  I made promises  example and it became a natural part of my life.  I made promises  
to my parents.  One of those promises was to ensure that Robbie  to my parents.  One of those promises was to ensure that Robbie  
was not institutionalized.was not institutionalized.
  
My circle of inspiration expanded further when my father, Ian Milner, joined the Board of Directors of My circle of inspiration expanded further when my father, Ian Milner, joined the Board of Directors of 
Community Living Kingston and District in the 1990’s where he served for several years.  When Ian’s health Community Living Kingston and District in the 1990’s where he served for several years.  When Ian’s health 
was failing, CLKD advocated for Robbie’s transition to a residential group home and presented options to Ian was failing, CLKD advocated for Robbie’s transition to a residential group home and presented options to Ian 
and me.  The “village” of supports at that planning meeting was overwhelming  and me.  The “village” of supports at that planning meeting was overwhelming  
and comforting.  Yet another circle of inspiration!  There were tears and fears  and comforting.  Yet another circle of inspiration!  There were tears and fears  
in the final decision for Robbie to live in his own home with roommates and in the final decision for Robbie to live in his own home with roommates and 

staff.  This was a challenging time for all, but  staff.  This was a challenging time for all, but  
with patience, love and compassion, it  with patience, love and compassion, it  
became a success.  Robbie came to love  became a success.  Robbie came to love  
and was proud of his independence in his  and was proud of his independence in his  
own home.own home.

Ian passed away in 2007.  Robbie grieved  Ian passed away in 2007.  Robbie grieved  
the loss but dealt well with missing his dear  the loss but dealt well with missing his dear  
Dad by telling whoever he met “my Dad  Dad by telling whoever he met “my Dad  
died”.  This was most moving for the  died”.  This was most moving for the  
receiver of the news.receiver of the news.
  
Robbie was now my responsibility.  My next  Robbie was now my responsibility.  My next  
circle of inspiration becamecircle of inspiration became

                      Circles of Inspiration                             Through the Eyes of a Sister

Robbie’s extended family of housemates and staff at Robbie’s home.  Life settled into a new routine with the Robbie’s extended family of housemates and staff at Robbie’s home.  Life settled into a new routine with the 
usual celebrations and fun vacations at Casa T, or “far away” as Robbie called it.  Christmas was the highlight usual celebrations and fun vacations at Casa T, or “far away” as Robbie called it.  Christmas was the highlight 
of each year, with the promise of Santa’s arrival.  Birthday celebrations were also important.of each year, with the promise of Santa’s arrival.  Birthday celebrations were also important.

In the fall of 2011, Robbie exhibited changes in his behaviour and began assessments for dementia or In the fall of 2011, Robbie exhibited changes in his behaviour and began assessments for dementia or 
Alzheimer’s.  Sleep eluded me for months, knowing that this type of diagnosis may affect promises I made.  Alzheimer’s.  Sleep eluded me for months, knowing that this type of diagnosis may affect promises I made.  
Before diagnosis was complete, Robbie fell suddenly and critically ill and was hospitalized.  I struggled with Before diagnosis was complete, Robbie fell suddenly and critically ill and was hospitalized.  I struggled with 
finding a means to keep my promise.finding a means to keep my promise.

Could Robbie have palliative care at his home? The immediate answer was a resounding YES!  Robbie passed Could Robbie have palliative care at his home? The immediate answer was a resounding YES!  Robbie passed 
away shortly after, in March 2012.  His pallbearers were his extended family at CLKD; his circle of inspiration away shortly after, in March 2012.  His pallbearers were his extended family at CLKD; his circle of inspiration 
and mine.  I said a final farewell knowing that I was blessed to have Robbie in my life. and mine.  I said a final farewell knowing that I was blessed to have Robbie in my life. 

Robbie, my parents and CLKD enriched my life and taught me how to be the advocate that I was meant to Robbie, my parents and CLKD enriched my life and taught me how to be the advocate that I was meant to 
be, in happy and sad times.  A happy ending - with the best support and mentors, promises made can turn be, in happy and sad times.  A happy ending - with the best support and mentors, promises made can turn 
into promises kept.  Circles of inspiration have changed my life forever. into promises kept.  Circles of inspiration have changed my life forever. 
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Like many of areas of CLKD, our Employment Services and Kwik Shred operation had to endure many  
challenges and change during the pandemic.  In spite of this, they have many accomplishments to be proud 
of.  Here are some of the key highlights:

In spite of lockdowns, re-openings and  
constant changes in community status, our 

Employment Services team continued to  
work with job seekers, employers and those 

already employed to ensure their needs  
were being met.  

 Several people secured new employment , 
others transitioned back to work after  

shutdowns and still others were assisted 
to access government assistance programs 

when work was not possible.

Be Inspired: Employment Services 
Success Stories

KwikShred has managed to ensure 
its  

commitments for contracted services and to  
regular customers were met throughout the  

pandemic.  All staff of the business have 
been incredibly resilient, adaptable and 

willing to work with the increased screening 
and sanitization requirements in place.   
In fact, employees have managed to in-

crease their efficiency, production levels, 
independence,  

initiative and problem solving strategies!  

A silver lining for us since 
March 2020 is that Kwik Shred 

received  
a spike in paper shredding de-

mand as more customers used the  
lockdowns to purge.

After working with the Ontario Disabili-
ty Employment Network to prepare for  

implementation of the jobPath pro-
gram, we were able to transition this  

important pre-employment training to  
a virtual format so that it was able to be 

delivered regardless of provincial  
shutdowns and stages of re-opening.  

myclkd.ca
(French and English)

Over 2100 
followers

https://www.youtube.com/ 
channel/UCGpjw9KfYxOL0zzT59vs6GQ

19

Stay Inspired: Like, Follow, Share 

19

https://www.facebook.com/
communitylivingkingston 

Thanks to our participation in the Ready 
Willing and Able program, we were able to 
establish a relationship with Pepsico  and 
assist one individual to become employed 

in their distribution centre.  

Several Production Assistants have  
successfully completed forklift training 
and, as a result, have been able to fulfill 

expanded responsibilities in their work at 
Kwik Shred.
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Community Living Kingston and District (CLKD) continued its trend of consistent financial growth 
throughout the course of both the 2019-20 and 2020-21 fiscal years. Expenditures of the organization for 
the 2020-21 fiscal year exceeded $22 million which is an increase of $2.4 million (12%) in comparison to 
the 2018-19 fiscal year. 

Growth in expenditures over the past two years was largely in the category of salaries and purchased  
services as a result of new funding that was provided by the Ministry of Children, Community and Social 
Services (MCCSS) for CLKD to: 

• Support new individuals entering service; and
• Pay temporary wage enhancements to eligible front-line staff during the COVID-19 pandemic.

For 2020-21, the organization’s revenues totaled $22.0 million (2019-20 $21.2 million). 87% (2019-20 85%) 
of revenue was received by way of government grants and subsidies from MCCSS and the City of Kings-
ton. The remainder of revenues were received from a variety of sources including user recoveries and fee 
for service programs which grew in volume as additional individualized Passport funding  
continued to be rolled out all through the province. During 2020-21 the organization also received 
$360,043 in subsidies from the Federal government in order to offset the loss in fee for service revenue 
experienced as a result of the pandemic.

An overall surplus of $113,244 was achieved on provincially funded operations (2019-20 balanced budget  
reported). MCCSS has allowed CLKD to carry-over the 2020-21 surplus amount into the 2021-22 fiscal year 
in order to address forecasted financial pressures related to the pandemic whereas typically an operational 
surplus must be returned to MCCSS. A balanced budget was achieved on the municipally funded Child Care 
Resource Consultants program (2019-20 surplus of $22,019) which operates on a calendar year basis.

Other notable financial achievements during 2019-20 and 2020-21 included: 

• Approval of a three year collective agreement with CUPE Local 2635 for the period April 1, 2020 to 
March 31, 2023;

• Completed large scale leasehold improvements for the new location of the Kwik Shred operation as 
well as the Milestones and Co2 programs; 

• Completed significant renovations at the Arbour respite home as well as several residential locations 
to address health and safety concerns including updating of kitchens and bathrooms as well as  
replacing deteriorated fencing;

• Replaced the generator at the McMichael Street home and installed a generator at the Ringstead 
home;  
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• Replaced four vehicles from the automotive fleet due to aging and acquired one new vehicle due to 
program expansion; and

• Secured financing to construct the new Clover Street group home.

The Finance Committee would also like to express gratitude to the community members who have  
provided generous donations to CLKD throughout the year. Donations received of over $20,000 (2019-20 
$6,000) provided financial support to the newly established Steve Edmiston Memorial fund as well as the 
Sunburst fund and Board reserves. A net surplus of $22,711 (2019-20 $30,745) was reported on non- 
government funded operations as a result of these donations as well as interest earned on invested  
reserve funds and net proceeds from the Kwik Shred operation. 

Financial results of the organization are prepared by management and are fairly presented in accordance 
with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations. These financial results have been 
audited by our external auditors, MNP. Highlights of the financial position are contained in this annual 
report. Audited financial statements, the Auditors’ Report, and notes to financial statements are available 
upon request.

The COVID-19 pandemic has presented some unique challenges throughout the past two years with many 
financial pressures arising that will continue to impact the way CLKD does business in the foreseeable future. 
Temporary subsidies from the federal and provincial governments have helped alleviate the short-term  
resource constraints that have resulted from the pandemic and every effort is being made to prepare  
for the new operating environment we find ourselves in with careful consideration given to all budget  
commitments as well as the way programs are structured in order to ensure that CLKD is well positioned 
to cover potential funding shortfalls going forward. 

In closing, I would like to take the opportunity to acknowledge the guidance and support provided by 
Executive Director, Peter Sproul and Director of Finance and Administration, Matt Luck. I would also like 
to sincerely thank the other Finance Committee members for their participation, support and advice 
throughout the past two years. These members included Brian Bennett, Erina Park, Jeff Pogue, John Suart 
and Linda Lam. A special thanks goes to Linda in particular, who has served as a volunteer on the Board 
of Directors for eight consecutive years and will be stepping down this year in line with corporate Bylaws. 
Linda’s commitment and expertise as a key member of the Finance Committee throughout her Board  
tenure have been critical to CLKD’s success during a period of tremendous growth and change. On behalf 
on the Committee, I wish Linda all the best moving forward. 

Respectfully submitted,
  
Bill ScrannageBill Scrannage
Treasurer

 for the fiscal years 2019-2020 and       
                                          2020-2021
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Revenue and Expenditures
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Statement of Operations

Where the money came from: 
Revenue by funding source

How the money was spent:  
Expenditures by funding source

Government subsidies 
and grants

Fee for service and other 
recovery revenue

Donations and support 
from other sources

Community Living Kingston and District
Statement of Operations (abbreviated as summarized by management)
For the fiscal year ended March 31, 2021

Program Capital Association Childcare Total Total
Fund Fund Fund Fund 2021 2020

Revenues
Grants -- Provincial 18,360,645   -                    -                    -                    18,360,645   16,929,620   
Grants -- Municipal -                    -                    -                    783,618        783,618        1,142,140     
Grants -- Federal 284,404        -                    75,639          -                    360,043        -                    
Fees and other recoveries 939,723        -                    173,023        68,849          1,181,595     1,892,648     
Rent and food recoveries 848,975        -                    -                    -                    848,975        873,061        
Sales -                    -                    212,515        -                    212,515        217,089        
Amortization of deferred contributions -                    199,870        -                    -                    199,870        121,011        
Interest 10,889          -                    18,782          -                    29,672          51,313          
Donations -                    -                    20,428          -                    20,428          6,699            
Fundraising -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    9,250            

20,444,636   199,870        500,388        852,467        21,997,361   21,242,830   

Expenditures
Salaries and benefits 15,599,492   -                    275,405        507,023        16,381,920   14,599,344   
Purchased services 2,380,831     -                    15,170          262,354        2,658,354     3,167,018     
Amortization of capital assets -                    702,280        -                    -                    702,280        608,930        
Rent 593,856        -                    80,298          20,520          694,674        658,755        
Supplies 384,584        -                    14,312          7,623            406,519        455,379        
Property costs 366,705        -                    16,838          4,284            387,827        789,630        
Food 313,770        -                    -                    -                    313,770        260,345        
Transportation costs 219,336        -                    27,658          -                    246,994        254,878        
Associate families -- Homesharing and respite 181,960        -                    -                    -                    181,960        211,242        
Insurance 127,495        -                    3,000            3,500            133,995        123,983        
Equipment costs 116,075        -                    12,049          1,949            130,073        139,391        
Staff travel 68,996          -                    591               2,081            71,667          228,844        
Staff training 28,832          -                    2,493            248               31,573          61,525          
Donation allocations -                    -                    16,499          -                    16,499          -                    
Interest and bank charges 5,710            -                    -                    -                    5,710            5,146            
Fundraising -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    10,363          
Administration allocation (56,250)         -                    13,363          42,886          -                    -                    

20,331,392   702,280        477,677        852,467        22,363,815   21,574,771   

Surplus (deficit) -- per audit accounting 113,244        (502,410)       22,711          -                    (366,455)       (331,941)       
Reverse audit adjustments

Provision for amortization -                    502,410        -                    -                    502,410        487,919        
Capital asset purchases (542,583)       -                    -                    -                    (542,583)       (824,815)       
Deferred contributions for capital asset purchases 542,583        -                    -                    -                    542,583        676,742        
Full-time vacation increase (decrease) -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    44,859          

Surplus (deficit) -- per MCCSS accounting 113,244        -                    22,711          -                    135,955        52,764          

Government subsidies 
and grants

Fee for service and other 
recovery revenue

Donations and support 
from other sources

2019-2020

2020-2021

Community  
Accommodation

Community Support 
Services

Childcare Resource 
Consultants

Administration and 
Fundraising

Employment Supports

2019-2020

Community  
Accommodation

Community Support 
Services

Childcare Resource 
Consultants

Administration and 
Fundraising

Employment Supports

2020-2021
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“Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat 
it.”  
~ George Santayana

Developed via a grant from a class action lawsuit that acknowledged the abuse of individuals with 
intellectual disabilities who lived in institutional settings, The Reclamation Project came to fruition in 
2018-2019.  The project goal is to educate the public about institutions and what life was like inside 
them. We hope that The Reclamation Project will inspire families, agencies, educators and lawmakers 
to continue advocating for people with intellectual disabilities to live a life full of possibilities, and to 
never return to past models of support. The three tools below have been developed to share with 
colleges, universities, community agencies and government legislators.

Thirty Minute Documentary 
Produced in collaboration with 

Seneca College-Media and  
Communications program.  
It highlights the profound 
lived experience of several  

individuals who were once placed 
in an Ontario institution.

Teaching Toolkit 
 The package provides an  
overview of the history of  

institutions from inception to  
closure, as well as the societal  

attitudes of the times.   
The comprehensive curriculum 

guidelines offer discussion points 
and demonstrate the  

improvements in quality of  
life after deinstitutionalization.

Reclamation Project Website 
www.thereclamationproject.ca

Sharing first hand accounts of many 
who spent time living in Ontario’s in-

stitutions.  Their family members, staff 
and ministry planners also  
present their experiences of  

institutional life.

Inspiring Outcomes:

For more information:  
Sherrill Boyes at  

sherrill.boyes@clkingston.ca
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Many people know Nikki as a social and outgoing lady 
with a knack for remembering your birthday.  But what 
you might not know is just how incredibly dedicated 
she is as a volunteer.  Caring and thoughtful, she is 
a community member who is passionate about her 
volunteer work and loves to help others whatever way 
she can.  And she didn’t let something like a pandemic 
get in the way of letting others know she cares! 

Nikki started volunteering through her involvement 
with the Community Inclusion Program (CIP) over 
fifteen years ago and continues to volunteer to this day. 

Volunteering is a perfect fit for Nikki’s social, outgoing and thoughtful nature, and she loves meeting people 
this way.  She’s worked at many different non-profit organizations over the years, some of which include Loving 
Spoonful, Allan Detwieller Nursery School, and Kingston General Hospital, where she has been a long standing 
volunteer for many years.  Jill Holland-Rielly, Director of Volunteer Services at Kingston Health Sciences Center, 
had the following sentiments to share about Nikki’s time as a volunteer with them: 

“Nikki has brought joy to the staff and patients of Kingston General Hospital for almost 17 years and since 2018 at Hotel Dieu 
Hospital. For more than 10 years she has operated the coffee cart at KGH where she reliably makes the rounds to waiting 
room and unit staff stations.  Although her absences are rare, staff throughout the hospital asks for her if she misses a week.  

Nikki has also willingly taken on new assignments when asked.  Prior to the coffee cart service she watered plants in one of the 
Patient/Family Rooms on an inpatient unit, delivered KGH newsletters for the Communications department and cleaned and 
disinfected toys for Pediatrics.  Patients and staff throughout the hospital have benefited from her many roles.   In 2018, Nikki 
started delivering magazines at HDH.  In each position, she has been conscientious in ensuring she follows the protocols and 
procedures.  She has also been our consistent “calendar reminder” for birthdays of everyone on our team and for getting our 
Christmas tree put up by December 1.  Having Nikki at KGH and HDH each week is one our highlights and we are grateful for 
her long service.  We look forward to seeing her again when we can operate our cart services again. We do miss her!” 

When the pandemic unexpectedly changed our usual routines, 
Nikki took a well-deserved break from her work, but greatly 
missed helping and connecting with others.  As soon as she was  
able, she wasted no time in partnering up with her long time  
friend Helen from CIP to reach out to others and let them know  
she cares.  Together they carried out ‘acts of kindness’ to reach  
out and connect with others. Every week Nikki identified  
someone to reach out to and came up with a gesture unique to  
the person in mind.  She made and delivered cards with kind  
messages and gave little gifts to bring a smile to her friends and  
co-workers.  She also visited or simply called people to say hello 
and see how they’re doing. Nikki’s simple gestures were selfless  
acts that brought smiles to everyone she reached out to.  
 
As CIP began a gradual re-opening process, Nikki quickly found 
new ways to volunteer her time in the community to help others 
in need.  While some of her volunteer work remained on hold, Nikki is now volunteering to help purchase groceries 
for seniors in our community who are unable to get out to get their groceries on their own.   
 
Thank you Nikki for being so thoughtful and for your unwavering dedication to our community!Thank you Nikki for being so thoughtful and for your unwavering dedication to our community!

Be Inspired:  Nikki Leaves Her Mark                                                                       
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Emily was featured in the 2017 edition of our Inspiring Possibilities Annual Report. In that story we detailed 
her amazing contributions to her local volunteer fire department, her commitment to her family, church, 
neighbors and island residents. Since that time Emily has continued to act as an inspiration despite suffering 
a very personal tragedy. We felt it timely, given all the challenges we have been facing,  to highlight this 
amazing young lady again.  

Emily continues to be a very active member in her community and enjoys being with her family and friends.  
In 2019 Emily completed high school through Loyola, an Adult and Continuing Education Centre in Kingston, 
where she received her high school diploma.  After graduating, she enrolled in the mainstream Child and 
Youth Care program at St. Lawrence College and diligently focused on her studies.  Like like many others, 
she had to shift to attending virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  It would be Emily’s dream after she 
graduates to find employment in a community day daycare and follow in her twin sister’s footsteps. 

In 2019, Emily  and her family suffered a devastating loss with the passing of her mother, 
Lisa.  This was a very difficult time for her family but through it all they remained close and as her father said, 
“It has made us even closer.”   

Emily’s long-time passion for being a volunteer firefighter on Howe Island helped her focus and get through 
the challenging times.  She has continued her connection to the volunteer fire department and has now 

expanded her involvement by 
additionally volunteering with the 
Wolfe Island crew.  She is very proud of 
her achievements and her dedication 
to firefighting, and her efforts are not 
going unnoticed.  She has been both 
acknowledged for her perfect attendance 
at meetings and also assigned the 
important task of keeping track of the 
volume of water used in fighting fires.  

Emily remains active in other community 
settings as well.  She volunteers cleaning 
homes for seniors on Howe Island 
and was employed as a cleaner at St. 
Philomena’s church for over five years.  
Additionally, Emily completed her Young 
Driver’s training through Joe’s Driving 
Academy and was successful in obtaining 
her driver’s license.  She is quite excited 
to have her license and is hoping to one 
day own her own car.
 
Emily’s success is extraordinary, her 
dedication unmatched and she continues 
to be a role model to other youth in this 
community.  We look forward to seeing 
what she does next!

Emily Continues to Inspire Thank You for Your Contributions

Community Living Kingston and District 
proudly partners with many local organizations and businesses.  We we are both 
appreciative and humbled by the constant generosity shown in this community.   
 
The following list highlights individuals, businesses and organizations who 
made contributions to the organization in the 19-20 and/or 20-21 fiscal years:
2547088 Ontario Inc.
Alan McWhorter
Alison Irons
Alison McLean
Alison Mumford
Anne Moloney
Barb Drysdale
Barbara Densmore
Barbara Wassiljew
Bill & Brenda Kemp
Brenda Barrington
Brian Bennett
Brian Condie
Canadian Tire
Car Medics
Carol Hinton
Cat Allen
Catharine Gibson
Cathy O’Doherty
Charles Harper
Chris Kemp
Christine Hughes
Claire Berube
Community Living: 
West Northumberland
Cooper Cleeman
CUPE Local 2635
Cynthia & Glenn Robson
Cynthia Robson
Danielle Carnegie
Diane Labrie
Empire Life
Enno & Jane Busse
Eric Silmser
Erin Impola
Faye Whyte

G & C Robson
Gayle Harpell & Laura Millichamp
Hermine-Mimi Clancey
Isabelle Kemp-Todd
J Edward  Theresa Gibson
J.M. McCabe
Janice Wilson
Jennifer McKendry
Jim & Donna Crozier
John & Lori Garray
John Sleeman
Jonah Frohlich
Josee Theriault
Julia Merry
Karley Bradley
Katie & Brent Mitchell
Ken Erickson
Kim O’Connor
Kingston Mortgage Solutions
L.F. Lam
L. A. McWhorter
Lakeshore Animal Hospital
Lawrence & Margrit Choy
Lynda Gray
Lynda Thisdelle & Kathleen Vickery
Lynn Horlor
Madoc Cope Corporation
Margaret Bly
Margaret Story
Maria Kaminskyj
Marjorie Peart
Mark Murphy
Marques Homes
Martha Davidson
Mary Gibson
Mary Kay Brough

Mr. & Mrs. E. Cloutier
Nancy & Brian Guenther
Pamela Turnbull
Patricia & Michael Falcioni
Patricia Guiry
Paul Davey
Peter Gybertsen
Pittsburgh Historical Society
Prepco Kingston Co-Operative
Queen’s Arts & Science  
Undergraduate Society
Quickie community Foundation
Religious Hospitallers of St. Joseph
Richard Carr
Robert Eves
Robin Jones
Rock Steady Boxers
Ron & Judy Garrett
Rose Boucher
Ryan Peck
Samantha Boland
Sara Copestake
Shirley Mullins
Stephen Edmiston
Stephen Edmiston & Barb Kemp
Thomas Nybom
Victoria Drysdale

Your generosity  
and support is  

very much  
appreciated...
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Kingston Offices:
541 Days Road Unit #6 

tel: 613-546-6613
 

645 Gardiner’s Road Suite 201
tel: 613-507-8460 

758 Fortune Crescent 
tel: 613-548-7366 

 

400 Elliott Avenue Unit #9 
tel: 613-328-6293

Gananoque Office:
 26 Mill Street

tel: 613-382-7702 

myclkd.ca


